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GUA SHA   
WHAT IS IT & WHAT TO EXPECT AFTER YOUR TREATMENT 

 
The term “Gua” means to scrape and “Sha” means sand or dirt. This scraping 
technique is an indigenous medicine used in many areas of the world. It is often 
used to decrease pain, increase circulation and mobility and increase oxygen to 
the lungs.  
 
The scraping allows blood that is stuck within the connective tissue to be released 
toward the top of the skin. You can see this blood right underneath the unbroken 
skin. When this occurs, the body is able to absorb this blood back into the system. 
When new blood is brought into the area healing can occur. 
 
Stagnant blood occurs when an area of the body is held in one position for long 
amounts of time such as sitting at a desk, sleeping in one position and holding 
stress and tension in the upper back and neck. Pain and tension often occur due 
to stuck blood and lymph within tissue.  
 
To summarize: Acupuncture helps to release the muscles and increase circulation 
of blood and lymph. Tuina helps to move any obstructions from the fascia.  
Scraping finishes the treatment by moving blood to the surface to be absorbed by 
the body.  
 

• The redness that you see on your back is the stagnant blood that was pulled 
to the surface which will turn to a bruise over the next 3 or 4 days. If you 
have slow circulation it may take up to a week. 

 

• You may be sore on the area for the next few days, this is normal.  
 

• Do not expose your neck and back to cold or wind after your treatment. 
 

• After your treatment please refrain from eating any fried foods.  
 

• You may exercise and and bathe as you would normally do.  
 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call or text the office 617-230-1910. 


